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Whole Sale Price $22,000
Retail Price $23,500

Specifications:

Year:  2021  

VIN:  3TYRX5GN8MT006461  

Make:  Toyota  

Stock:  16060  

Model/Trim:  Tacoma SR  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Pickup Truck  

Exterior:  WHITE  

Engine:  2.7L I4 159hp 180ft. lbs.  

Interior:  Gray Cloth  

Transmission:  6-Speed Shiftable Automatic  

Mileage:  82,973  

Drivetrain:  Rear Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 20 / Highway 23

Step into the world of unrelenting capability and enduring style with the
2021 Toyota Tacoma SR, a midsize pickup that's been sculpted for the
bold, the adventurous, and the efficient. Cloaked in a pristine white
exterior that gleams under the sun, this Tacoma is more than just a
truck - it's a statement of reliability and strength.

As you slide into the comfortable embrace of the gray cloth interior,
you'll find yourself surrounded by a cabin that balances functionality
with comfort. The seats are designed to support you on long hauls,
while the intuitive layout puts control at your fingertips. This is a space
crafted for those who value practicality without compromising on style.

Under the hood lies the heart of this workhorse - a robust 2.7L I4 engine
that churns out 159 horsepower and 180 ft-lbs of torque. It's an engine
that's ready to tackle your toughest tasks, yet refined enough to provide
a smooth ride. Paired with a 6-speed shiftable automatic transmission,
this Tacoma offers a driving experience that's both engaging and
effortless. Whether you're navigating city streets or conquering rugged
terrain, the Tacoma SR adapts with ease.

But this truck isn't just about what's on the surface. It's a vehicle that
comes with a pedigree of excellence, as evidenced by its collection of
awards. Crowned by J.D. Power and Associates's Vehicle
Dependability Study (VDS) as the Highest Ranked, this Tacoma doesn't
just meet expectations - it surpasses them. Kelley Blue Book has
showered this model with accolades, recognizing it as the Best Buy in
the Midsize Pickup Truck category, Best Overall Truck Brand, and
acknowledging its Best Resale Value, not just as a brand but specifically
in the Mid-Size Pickup segment. And when it comes to ownership,
Kelley Blue Book's 5-Year Cost to Own award confirms that this
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Kelley Blue Book's 5-Year Cost to Own award confirms that this
Tacoma is as wise an investment as it is a reliable partner.

Each journey in the 2021 Toyota Tacoma SR is underpinned by a suite
of manufacturer options and packages that enhance every aspect of
your drive. Whether it's advanced safety features, connectivity options,
or performance upgrades, this truck is equipped to cater to your
individual needs and preferences.

Imagine the confidence you'll feel behind the wheel, knowing you're
piloting a vehicle that's been recognized time and time again for its
dependability and value. Picture the envious glances as you roll by, the
white sheen of your Tacoma catching the light and turning heads. This
isn't just a truck; it's a symbol of your discerning taste and your demand
for excellence.

The 2021 Toyota Tacoma SR is more than just a mode of
transportation; it's a companion that's ready for whatever life throws
your way. It's a vehicle that promises to be by your side for the long
haul, a testament to Toyota's commitment to quality, durability, and
customer satisfaction.

Don't just take our word for it; come and experience the undeniable
charisma and commanding presence of the Tacoma SR for yourself.
This is your invitation to join the ranks of satisfied owners who know that
when it comes to choosing a midsize pickup, there's the Tacoma, and
then there's everything else. Secure your piece of automotive
excellence today, and drive into tomorrow with confidence.
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 05/21/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :
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Installed Options

Interior

- Air filtration - Front air conditioning  - Adaptive cruise control  - Power outlet(s): 12V front  

- Power steering: variable/speed-proportional - Steering wheel: tilt and telescopic  

- Sun visors - Clock - Digital odometer - External temperature display - Multi-function display

- Trip odometer - Front seat type: bucket  - Rear seat folding: folds up  

- Rear seat type: jumpseats  - Upholstery: cloth

Exterior

- Front bumper color: body-color - Mirror color: body-color - Pickup bed light 

- Daytime running lights  - Side mirrors: heated  - Spare wheel type: steel  

- Tire Pressure Monitoring System - Wheels: steel - Front wipers: variable intermittent 

- Pickup sliding rear window: manual - Power windows - Rear privacy glass

Snapshot

2021 TOYOTA TACOMA SR

No accidents or damage reported to
CARFAX

15 Service history
records

2 Previous owners

Rental
vehicle

Last owned in Louisiana

82,973 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information
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